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We consider a joint inventory-pricing control problem in a single-product, periodic-re-
view, dual-supplier inventory system. The two suppliers have different lead times. One
expedited supplier offers instantaneous replenishment, and one regular supplier requires
an L-period lead time for delivery. The supply quantity is stochastic and the demand is
price-dependent. For the expedited inventory replenishment, we characterize the optimal
policy as a state-dependent almost-threshold policy by extending the stochastically linear
in mid-point to a multidimensional setting. To investigate the optimal regular inventory
replenishment and pricing policy, we propose the notions of partially stochastic translation
(PST) and increasing partially stochastic translation (IPST), which help in obtaining the
antimultimodularity preservation in dynamic programming problems. We provide prop-
erties, sufficient conditions, and examples for PST and IPST functions. By applying PST and
IPST, we obtain the antimultimodularity of the profit functions. The antimultimodular
profit functions ensure that the optimal regular ordering quantity and the optimal price
are monotone in the current inventory level and outstanding order quantities. Moreover,
we reveal that as the time interval increases, the effects of previous outstanding orders on
the optimal regular ordering and pricing decisions are decreasing and increasing,
respectively. PST and IPST also enable us to further characterize the optimal expedited
ordering quantity as decreasing in the inventory level. However, the optimal expedited
ordering quantity can be non-monotone with respect to the outstanding order quantities,
as shown in the example.

© 2021 China Science Publishing & Media Ltd. Publishing Services by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

This study investigates a periodic-review, joint inventory-pricing management problemwith dual supply sources. In each
period, the retailer places two replenishment orders, i.e., an expedited order with immediate replenishment and a regular
lly to this work.
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order that requires an L-period lead time. At the same time, a one-period list price is determined to coordinate the demand
with the inventory stock such that the maximum expected total profit is attained.

We characterize the optimal expedited order as a state-dependent almost-threshold policy with the joint concavity of the
profit functions. The proof of concavity preservation is achieved through extending the notion of stochastically linear in mid-
point (SL(mp)) to a multidimensional setting. However, the joint concavity is not enough to characterize the optimal regular
ordering and pricing policies. It invites us to develop the terminologies of partially stochastic translation (PST) and increasing
partially stochastic translation (IPST), which are applied to the proof of antimultimodularity preservation in dynamic pro-
gramming problems. We demonstrate a necessary and sufficient condition for antimultimodularity, and provide properties,
sufficient conditions, and examples for the PST and IPST functions. With the antimultimodularity of the profit functions, we
discover that the optimal regular ordering quantity and list price are monotone with respect to the current inventory level
and outstanding order quantities. Moreover, the optimal regular ordering quantity is more sensitive to the outstanding order
quantities than to the current inventory level. Among the outstanding orders, the optimal regular ordering quantity is more
sensitive to those placed more recently than to those placed earlier. On the contrary, the optimal price is more sensitive to the
current inventory level than to the outstanding order quantities. In addition, the optimal price is more sensitive to earlier
placed outstanding orders. It implies that the effects of previous outstanding orders on the current regular ordering decision
are decreasing over the time (i.e., as the time interval increases), whereas their effects on the pricing decision are increasing
over the time. The antimultimodularity also helps in further characterizing the optimal expedited ordering quantity as
monotone decreasing in the inventory level. However, differing from the optimal regular ordering quantity, the optimal
expedited ordering quantity cannot be monotone in the outstanding order quantities, as illustrated in Example 2.

Our work lies within twomain streams of research. The first stream concerns joint inventory and pricing decision making.
Federgruen and Heching (1999) first consider the optimal joint pricing and inventory decisions in a multi-period setting and
propose the well-known base-stock list-price policy. Subsequent variants include the work on fixed ordering costs by Chen
and Simchi-Levi (2004), the work on random yield rates by Li and Zheng (2006), the extension with both the ordering costs
and lost sales by Song et al. (2009), the model of a multiechelon inventory system by Chao and Zhou (2009), and the work on
positive lead times by Pang et al. (2012). Several recent developments include the batch ordering model (Yang et al., 2014),
quasi-concave model (Chen and Zhang, 2014), model with reference effect (Güler et al., 2014), and model with perishable
products (Chen et al., 2014). All of these studies aim to characterize the optimal inventory and pricing policy under various
specified constraints. The second stream of research, which is originated from Barankin (1961), focuses on inventory man-
agement with multiple suppliers. Fukuda (1964), Whittemore and Saunders (1977), and Feng et al. (2006) try to specify the
conditions under which the optimal policy is a base-stock policy. Afterwards, researchers in this field focus on developing
comprehensive optimal inventory policies under general settings, such as the monotone structure with ordered change rates
proposed by Li and Yu (2014) and Hua et al. (2015), and the two-reorder-points policy developed by Tan et al. (2016). Due to
the complexity of the multiple supply inventory problem, numerous heuristic policies have been developed, such as the
single-index policy (Scheller-Wolf et al., 2007), dual-index policy (Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf, 2008), and weighted
dual-index policy (Sheopuri et al., 2010).

Compared with the literature above, we incorporate suppliers with different lead times in the joint inventory-pricing
control problem, and investigate the optimal joint dual inventory ordering and pricing policy. The most relevant works
that deal with lead times and price-dependent demand are Pang et al. (2012), Zhou and Chao (2014), Gong et al. (2014), and
Feng and Shanthikumar (2017). Pang et al. (2012) consider a single-supplier, joint inventory-pricing model with positive lead
times. Our model differs from theirs by introducing an additional expedited supplier and relaxing the perfectly reliable
replenishment assumption. Therefore, we rely on the structure of joint concavity together with antimultimodularity to
characterize the optimal dual order and pricing decisions under different sets of assumptions. Zhou and Chao (2014) and
Gong et al. (2014) address dual supply systems with 0- and 1-period lead times. The key difference between our model and
theirs is the dimension of the state variables. The post-order inventory position, which is used as the unidimensional state
variable in their model, has to be expanded to record the outstanding order quantities when considering lead times longer
than one period. This dimensional augmentation makes the traditional concavity and modularity analyses inapplicable, and
therefore invalidates the base-stock structure obtained in Zhou and Chao (2014) and the monotone structure developed in
Gong et al. (2014). Finally, our model differs from Feng and Shanthikumar (2017), because we consider dual suppliers with
different lead times, whereas they consider multiple suppliers all with zero lead time. The zero-lead-time suppliers in Feng
and Shanthikumar (2017) lead to a single state dynamic programming problem. However, the L-period-lead-time supplier in
this study requires us to consider multidimensional state space. The joint concavity derived with the SL(mp) proposed by
Feng and Shanthikumar (2017) only suffices to characterize the optimal policy of the expedited supplier. To further char-
acterize the optimal regular ordering policy and optimal pricing policy, we propose the notions of PST and IPST, which are
applied to the proof of the antimultimodularity preservation rather than the concavity preservation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the dual supply model. In Section 3, we char-
acterize the optimal policy for expedited orders with the joint concavity derived by SL(mp), and review the notion of anti-
multimodularity as preparation for investigating the optimal policies for regulars orders and pricing. In Section 4, we formally
define PST and IPST, and demonstrate properties, sufficient conditions, and examples for PST and IPST functions. Section 5
applies the concepts of PST and IPST to the proof of the antimultimodularity preservation in the joint inventory-pricing
problem with dual suppliers. The antimultimodularity of the profit functions enable us to characterize the optimal policies
for regular orders and pricing. Section 6 summarizes the paper.
2
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2. Model formulation

Consider a single-product, finite-horizon, periodic-review inventory system with price-sensitive demands and dual
suppliers. The expedited supplier offers instantaneous replenishment that arrives within the current period, and the regular
supplier offers the same product with an L-period replenishment lead time. Both replenishments have stochastic yield rates
that are realized before the end of the period inwhich the ordering decisions are made. Hence, it is a dual supply systemwith
lead times of 0- and L-periods. Let T be the total number of periods, and denote t as the time indicator, i.e., t ¼ 1;2;/;T . The
sequence of events is as follows (1) At the beginning of period t, the regular order placed at period t � Lþ 1 arrives, and the
inventory level and outstanding order quantities are reviewed. (2) Simultaneous dual ordering and pricing decisions are
made. (3) The stochastic yield rates for both orders are realized, and the ordering costs are paid depending on the determined
delivery quantities. (4) The expedited order arrives and the price-dependent demand is satisfied. (5) The remaining inventory
is held in stock for the next period and incurs a holding cost; the excessive demand is fully backlogged and incurs a cost for the
loss of goodwill. The timeline of the model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

The systemdynamic equation can be expressedwith the realized demand ~dtðptÞ and dual supply set ðqet Þ and srt ðqrt Þ as follow.

xtþ1 ¼
�
yt þ xtþ1 þ set

�
qet
�� ~dtðptÞ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; s

r
t
�
qrt
��

:

Note that in the following, we omit the subscript t in the demand and supply functions to make the notations in the proofs
more concise. All the subsequent analyses in this study hold for time-variant demand and supply functions, through adding
subscript t to the corresponding notations in the proofs. To facilitate the structural analysis, we impose the following
assumption on the demand functions.

Assumption 1. The expected demand rate dt ¼ E½~DðptÞ� is finite, continuous, and strictly decreasing in pt . Define an inverse

mapping pt ¼ PðdtÞ for the dt lying in ½d;d�b½E½~DðpÞ�;E½~DðpÞ��. The expected revenue RðdtÞ ¼ dt,PðdtÞ is concave in dt .
As a commonly used technique in the literature, we take the expected demand rate dt as the decision variable instead of

pricing pt . Let DðdtÞb~DðPðdtÞÞ denote the demand as a function of the expected demand rate dt . We also impose the following
assumption on the supply functions.

Assumption 2. For i2fe; rg, Sið0Þ¼a:s:0, and miðqiÞ ¼ E½SiðqiÞ� is finite, continuous, and strictly increasing in qi.
Themonotonicity of the expectations provides the possibility for variable transformation, and thus transforms the original

nonconcave problem into a concave one.We further impose Assumption 3 on the inventory holding/shortage costs, as in Feng
and Shi (2012) and Feng and Shanthikumar (2017).

Assumption 3. HðxÞ is non-negative, continuous, and convex in x. Moreover, Hð0Þ ¼ 0, jHðx1Þ�Hðx2Þj � cH jx1 �x2j for some
finite cH , and limx/±∞HðxÞ ¼ ∞.

Denote A ¼ R2
þ � ½d; d� as the feasible decision space in each period, whereRþ ¼ ½0; þ ∞Þ. Similar to the assumptions in

Gong et al. (2014) and Chen and Tan (2016), the ordering cost depends on the delivered quantities, i.e., the ordering decisions
qet and qrt incur the expected ordering cost of ceE½Seðqet Þ� þ crE½Srðqrt Þ� in the current period. Let a2ð0;1� denote the discount

factor. With replacing ~DðptÞ with DðdtÞ, the dual supply inventory-pricing control problem is formulated as follows.

VtðxtÞ ¼ max
ðqet ;qrt ;dtÞ2A

RðdtÞ � ceE
�
Se
�
qet
��� crE

�
Sr
�
qrt
��� E

�
H
�
yt þ Se

�
qet
�� DðdtÞ

��
þaE

�
Vtþ1

�
yt þ xtþ1 þ Se

�
qet
�� DðdtÞ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S

r�qrt���: (1)
We assume that the leftover inventory and the order arriving after period T have no salvage value, i.e., VTþ1ðxTþ1Þ≡ 0. Our
structural analysis can be carried to the infinite horizon model with discount factor a2ð0;1Þ and stationary demand and
Table 1
Notations.

yt The inventory level at the beginning of period t.
qet = qrt The expedited/regular order placed in period t.
Set ðqet Þ=

Srt ðqrt Þ
The stochastic supply depending on the expedited/regular order at period t; the corresponding realization is denoted by set ðqet Þ=srt ðqrt Þ.

ce= cr The unit inventory ordering cost for the expedited/regular order.
pt The price charged per unit of product sold in period t, pt2½p;p�.
~DtðptÞ The stochastic demand in period t depending on the list price pt ; the realization of which is denoted as ~dtðptÞ.
HðxÞ The inventory holding or shortage cost incurred with an ending inventory level of x.
xtþi xtþi ¼ srðqrt�LþiÞ is the realization of the regular order placed in period t� Lþ i, i ¼ 1;2;/;L� 1, which arrives at the beginning of period tþ

i.
xt xt ¼ ðyt ; xtþ1;/; xtþL�1Þ is the inventory level and outstanding order vector, representing the system state at the beginning of period t.

4
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supply functions by using the standard convergence arguments in Sch€al (1993), if Conditions (B) and (W) in his work are
satisfied.
3. Preliminaries

In this section, we first prove the joint concavity of the profit function in problem (1) with respect to the inventory level
and outstanding order vector xt ¼ ðyt ; xtþ1;/; xtþL�1Þ, through applying the stochastically linear in mid-point (SL(mp))
proposed by Feng and Shanthikumar (2017). Then, we characterize the optimal policy for the expedited ordering decision and
analyze the effects of supply randomness on the optimal inventory and pricing decisions. Lastly, we briefly review the
definition of antimultimodularity and provide an easy-to-verify necessary and sufficient condition for antimultimodularity,
which plays an important role in deriving the sufficient conditions for PST/IPST functions and in characterizing the optimal
joint dual ordering and pricing policy.

Definition 1. (Stochastically Linear in)
A stochastic function fYðxÞ : X /Rng defined on a convex set X is called SL(mp), written as YðxÞ2SLðmpÞ, if for any x1;

x22X , there exist bYðx1Þ and bYðx2Þ defined on a common probability space such that bYðxiÞ¼d YðxiÞ for i ¼ 1;2, andbYðx1ÞþbYðx2Þ
2 �cvY

�
x1þx2

2

	
.

Here, �cv is the multivariate concave order (details in Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007). For handling models with multi-
dimensional states and decision variables such as problem (1), we derive the following properties of SL(mp).

Lemma 1. (i) If fYðxÞ : X /Rng2SLðmpÞ, then any affine transformation A,YðxÞ þ b is also SL(mp). (ii) If for i2 f1;2;/;ng,
fYiðxiÞ : X i /Rg2SLðmpÞ and they are independent of each other, then fPn

i¼1YiðxiÞ : X 1 � / � X n /Rg2SLðmpÞ. (iii) If for
i2f1;2; /; ng, fYiðxÞ : X /Rg2SLðmpÞ and they are independent of each other, then the vector-valued function YðxÞb
ðY1ðxÞ;/;YnðxÞÞT2SLðmpÞ. (iv) If fYðxÞ : X /Rng2SLðmpÞ, then for any concave function 4 : Rn/R, E½4ðYðxÞÞ� is jointly
concave in x.

Parts (i) and (ii) in Lemma 1 imply that SL(mp) is preserved under linear combinations. Part (iii) indicates that a vector-valued
function is SL(mp) if each of its elements is SL(mp) and the elements are independent from each other. Part (iv) is equivalent to the
fact that SL(mp) implies stochastic linearity, which plays a key role in deriving the joint concavity.

For i2fe; rg, let QiðmiÞ denote the inverse function of miðqiÞ ¼ E½SiðqiÞ�. We rewrite the stochastic supply as the function of its

mean, i.e., ~S
iðmiÞ ¼ SiðQiðmiÞÞ. Denote Jt as the profit-to-go function from period t to T, which is a function of the transformed

decision variables ðmet ;mrt ;dtÞ. Then, the DP problem (1) can be rewritten as follows.

VtðxtÞ¼ max
mi
t2½0;mi�;for i2fe;rg

dt2½d;d�
Jt
�
xt ;met ;m

r
t ; dt

�
; (2)

Jt
�
xt ;met ;m

r
t ; dt

� ¼ RðdtÞ � cemet � crmrt � E



H
�
yt þ ~S

e�
met
�� DðdtÞ

��
þaE

�
Vtþ1

�
yt þ xtþ1 þ ~S

e�
met

�� DðdtÞ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1;
~S
r�
mrt
���

;

(3)

where mi ¼ EðSið∞ÞÞ, i2fe;rg. Note that if EðSið∞ÞÞ ¼∞, then the feasible range of mit is defined as ½0; þ∞Þ. By assuming that the
transformed demand and supply functions are SL(mp),we are ready to prove that Vt and Jt are both jointly concave with respect to
their arguments.

Lemma 2. If DðdtÞ, ~Seðmet Þ, and ~S
rðmrt Þ are SL(mp), and they are independent from each other, then VtðxtÞ and Jtðxt ;met ;mrt ; dtÞ are

both jointly concave for t ¼ 1;2;/;T.
Let xtþ ¼ ðxtþ1;/; xtþL�1Þ denote the outstanding order vector, and ðqe*t ðxtÞ; qr*t ðxtÞ; d*t ðxtÞÞ denote the optimal policy at

period t. If there exist multiple maximizers, we choose the smallest one by lexicographical order. Then, the optimal policy for
expedited order has a state-dependent almost-threshold structure.

Theorem 1. Assume that there exists a constant C such that ~S
eðmeÞ�asCme, then for any given outstanding order quantity vector

xtþ, there exists a threshold ytðxtþÞ such that
5
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qe*t ðxtÞ¼
( >0; if yt2

�
�∞; ytðxtþÞ

�
yQt ;

¼ 0; if yt2


yt

�
xtþ

�
;∞

�
∪Qt

whereQt is a set with Lebesque measure of 0. If we further assume that for any t, VtðxtÞ is partially differentiable with respect to its
first argument, then Qt ¼ ∅ and a state-dependent strict-threshold policy is optimal.

The assumption on ~S
eðmeÞ means that the actual delivered quantity is almost surely bounded by a multiple of the expected

delivery quantity. Theorem 1 indicates that the optimal policy for the expedited order is of a threshold type. The threshold depends
on the outstanding order quantities. The optimal policy is to place a positive expedited order if the inventory level lies below the
threshold; otherwise, no orders should be placed with the expedited supplier, except for a set with Lebesque measure of 0.We name
the policy as “state-dependent almost-threshold policy”, which is a natural high-dimensional generalization of the almost-
threshold policy in Feng and Shanthikumar (2017).

Remark 1. The effect of supply randomness (e.g., the standard deviation of the random supply) on the optimal policy is non-
monotone, depending on the demand distribution. Take the following single-supplier problem as an example.

pðd;mÞ¼ pðdÞEminfDðdÞ; SðmÞg� hEðSðmÞ � DðdÞÞþ � gEðDðdÞ � SðmÞÞþ � cm;
where d is the mean demand, m is the mean supply, pðdÞ is the price as a function of the mean demand, h is the unit holding cost, and
g is the unit lost-sales penalty. Let Fðt; dÞ and Gðh;mÞ denote the CDFs of DðdÞ and SðmÞ, respectively. Define Fðt; dÞ ¼ 1� Fðt;dÞ and
Gðh;mÞ ¼ 1� Gðh;mÞ. Then,

pðd;mÞ ¼ pðdÞ
24 Zþ∞

0

Zt
0

hf ðt; dÞgðh;mÞdhdtþ
Zþ∞

0

Zþ∞

t

tf ðt; dÞgðh;mÞdhdt
35

Zþ∞ Zþ∞ Zþ∞ Zt

�h

0 t

ðh� tÞf ðt; dÞgðh;mÞdhdt� g

0 0

ðt� hÞf ðt; dÞgðh;mÞdhdt� cm

Zþ∞
¼ ½pðdÞ þ hþ g �
0

Fðt; dÞGðt;mÞdt� ðhþ cÞm� gd:
The randomness of the supply quantity is reflected by the term Gðt;mÞ. To investigate the effect of the supply randomness, we
consider a simple case in which the retailer only makes the inventory replenishment decision m. Assume that SðmÞ follows a two-
point distribution with mean m and standard deviation s, i.e., PrðS¼ m�sÞ ¼ 0:5 and PrðS¼ mþsÞ ¼ 0:5where m � s. The effect of
supply randomness is reflected by s in this example. Then,

Gðh;mÞ¼
8<:0; h � mþ s;

0:5; m� s � h<mþ s;
1; h<m� s:2 Zmþs Zm�s 3
pðd;mÞ ¼ ½pðdÞ þ hþ g �41
2

m�s

Fðt; dÞdtþ
0

Fðt; dÞdt5� ðhþ cÞm� gd:
Because the example focuses on the inventory decision, we write Fðt; dÞ as FðtÞ when no ambiguity arises. The first-order
condition of m is

½pðdÞþ hþ g�


1
2
Fðmþ sÞþ1

2
Fðm� sÞ

�
� h� c¼0:
The optimal m is a function of s, denoted by bmðsÞ. Taking derivatives with respect to s on both sides,we obtain ðbm0 þ1Þf ðbmþsÞþ
ðbm0 �1Þf ðbm�sÞ ¼ 0; i.e.,
6
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bm0ðsÞ¼ f ðbm � sÞ � f ðbm þ sÞ
f ðbm � sÞ þ f ðbm þ sÞ:
It is easy to check that bm may be a non-monotone function for certain demand probability density function f ð ,Þ. Hence, the
effect of supply randomness (i.e., s in this example) on the optimal inventory replenishment decision m can be either positive or
negative, depending on the demand distribution. Likewise, the effect of supply randomness on the optimal pricing decision is also
non-monotone.

With respect to the regular order, unfortunately, there is no similar structure under the assumptions in Lemma 2. The reason can
be found from equation (3), i.e., the joint concavity of the profit function Jt implies a substitution relationship between the
expedited order and inventory level. However, it provides little information about the relationship between the regular order and
the state variables. To track how the inventory level and outstanding order quantities influence the optimal regular ordering
quantity, we rely on a structural property called antimultimodularity, which implies a substitution relationship between the ar-
guments in a multivariate function.

Antimultimodular functions are first proposed byMurota (2005), in which the functions are defined on integer space Zn. Li and
Yu (2014) relax the definition space to real space.

Definition 2. (Antimultimodularity, Li and Yu, 2014)
A function f ðxÞ defined on V is antimultimodular if 4ðx; yÞ ¼ f ðx1 �y; x2 �x1; x3 �x2;/xn �xn�1Þ is supermodular on S ¼ fðx;

yÞ2Rnþ1; ðx1 � y;x2 � x1;/xn � xn�1Þ2Vg.
For a twice-differentiable function gðvÞ, v2Rn, define giðvÞ ¼ v

vvi
gðvÞ, gi;jðvÞ ¼ v2

vvivvj
gðvÞ. Then, a necessary and sufficient

condition for the antimultimodularity of gðvÞ is.
Condition 1.

gi;j þ giþ1;jþ1 � gi;jþ1 þ giþ1;j; for is j; i � n� 1; j � n� 1;
gn;n � gn;n�1/ � gn;1 � 0;
gn;n � gn�1;n/ � g1;n � 0;
g1;1 � g2;1 � / � gn;1 � 0;and
g1;1 � g1;2 � / � g1;n � 0:

Condition 1 reveals that the antimultimodularity of a function is equal to a set of inequalities between adjacent second-order
derivatives of the function. As discussed in Pang et al. (2012) and Li and Yu (2014), antimultimodular and L♮-concave functions are
related through a certain variable transformation. In this paper, we use antimultimodularity rather than L♮-concavity because (i)
the application of antimultimodularity analysis to problems with substitute variables is more intuitive and avoids the detour state
transformation procedure and (ii) the properties of antimultimodularity in Lemma 8 in the appendix inspire us to propose the
notion of PST.
4. PST and sufficient conditions

In this section, we formally define partially stochastic translation (PST). As an extension of PST, we introduce the notion of
increasing PST (IPST). Moreover, we provide sufficient conditions and derive properties for PST and IPST, which are applied to
deriving the antimultimodularity of the profit function in the joint inventory-pricing problem with dual suppliers.

4.1. Condition and properties of PST

Definition 3. (Partially Stochastic Translation)
A stochastic function fYðxÞ; x2X 3Rg is called a Partially Stochastic Translation, written as YðxÞ2PST , if there exists an

extension fbY ðxÞ; x2Rg defined on the same probability space such that bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ for x2X , and for any antimultimodular

function gðvÞ defined on Rn, E½gðvþbY ðxÞe1Þ� defined onRnþ1 is antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ, where e1 is the first unit vector of
dimension n.

Remark 2. Definition 3 is equivalent to the definition with antimultimodular being replaced by multimodular and all other
statements remaining the same.

The concept of PST works in proving the antimultimodularity preservation for the profit functions. The anti-
multimodularity leads to the monotonicity of the optimal regular ordering quantity and list price with respect to the ordered
change rate. The definition implies that, if we add a PST function YðxÞ to the left-end argument of an arbitrary anti-
multimodular function, then the antimultimodularity is preserved under the expectation, with respect to the variable
sequence beginning with x. Similar to stochastic linearity, we name this definition PST because any deterministic translation
7
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function YðxÞ ¼ xþ C satisfies this definition. In fact, the deterministic translation function is better behaved because adding
it to any argument preserves the antimultimodularity. Therefore, under the expectation, any stochastic function YðxÞ2 PST
behaves partially like a translation function. Recall that gðvÞ is antimultimodular if and only if �gðvÞ is multimodular. Hence,
this definition can also be explained with multimodularity. In problems concerning multimodularity, such as the model
without the pricing decision, it is more convenient to use the definition in Remark 2.

Let bY ðxÞ ¼ fðx; ZÞ, where fðx; zÞ is a deterministic function of ðx; zÞ and Z is a random variable with support Z 2 R

(following Theorem 1 in Feng and Shanthikumar, 2017). Let fxðx; zÞ ¼ v
vxfðx; zÞ and fzðx; zÞ ¼ v

vzfðx; zÞ. Then, a sufficient
condition for PST is.

Condition 2. 0 � fxðx;zÞ � 1, for all x2X ;z2Z , and

E
h
g1;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ

�
fxðx; ZÞ�f2

x ðx; ZÞ
	i

� E½g1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxxðx; ZÞ�;
for any antimultimodular function gðvÞ and x2X .
The following are some properties of PST functions.

Lemma 3. (i) If fYðxÞ; x2X g2PST , then ZðxÞ ¼ �Yð�xÞ defined on �X is PST . (ii) Suppose fYðxÞ; x2X g2PST ,
fZðyÞ; y2Y g2PST and independent from Y, fYðxÞ;x2X g3Y ; then, fZðYðxÞÞ;x2X g2PST . (iii) Suppose fYðxÞ;x2X g2 PST .
Then, for any antimultimodular function gðvÞ defined on Rn, (a) E½gðvþYðxÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ; (b) E½gðvþYðxÞenÞÞ
is antimultimodular in ðv; xÞ; (c) E½gðYðxÞ; v2;/; vnÞ� is antimultimodular in ðx; v2;/; vnÞ; and (d) E½gðv1;/; vn�1;YðxÞÞ� is anti-
multimodular in ðv1;/; vn�1;xÞ.

Parts (i) and (ii) illustrate the math operators which preserve the PST property. Part (iii) indicates that under the expectation,
adding a PST function on the left- or right-end argument of an antimultimodular function preserves the antimultimodularity, and
the preservation also holds for replacing the argument with a PST function.
4.2. Condition and properties of IPST

In addition to PST, we introduce the notions of increasing PST and decreasing PST, which are relaxed versions of PST and
can be applied to the proof of the antimultimodularity preservation as well.

Definition 4. (Increasing Partially Stochastic Translation)
A stochastic function YðxÞ; x2X 3R is called an increasing partially stochastic translation, written as YðxÞ2 IPST , if there

exists an extension fbY ðxÞ; x3Rg defined on the same probability space such that bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ for x2X , and for any first-
argument increasing antimultimodular function gðvÞ defined on Rn with bounded first- and second-order derivatives,

E½gðvþbY ðxÞe1Þ� defined on Rnþ1 is antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ, where e1 is the first unit vector of dimension n.

Lemma 4. If a stochastic function YðxÞ2PST , then YðxÞ2IPST .
Lemma 4 implies that the PST function set is a subset of the IPST function set. Hence, a sufficient condition for PST is also a

sufficient condition for IPST.
From Condition 1, we know that for any antimultimodular gðvÞ, g1;1ðvÞ � 0. Let L, M, and N denote the lower bound of g1;1ðvÞ,

lower bound of g1;1ðvÞ, and upper bound of g1;1ðvÞ, respectively. Then, a sufficient condition for IPST is.

Condition 3. 0 � fxðx;zÞ � 1, fxxðx;zÞ � 0, and Efxðx;ZÞ� Ef2
x ðx;ZÞ � � M

L Efxxðx;ZÞ, for all x2X and z2Z .
The main part of the sufficient condition is an inequality between the first-order and second-order derivatives of the resulting

function with the bounds of the derivatives as coefficients. The following are some examples of IPST functions, which include
additive,multiplicative, logarithmic, and exponential form random functions. In the example,we assume X 3½0;þ∞Þ and Z 3½0;
þ ∞Þ.
Example 1. (Examples of PST and IPST functions)

(i) fðx;ZÞ ¼ xþ Z, which is PST and IPST.

(ii) fðx; ZÞ ¼ xZ with Z being a Bernoulli random variable, which is PST and IPST.

(iii) fðx; ZÞ ¼ lnðaþxþZÞ with a � 1and E
�M

Lþa�1þxþZ
ðaþxþZÞ2 � 0, which is IPST.

(iv) fðx; ZÞ ¼ a� e�b�x�Z with b � 0and Ee�b�x�Z
�
1 � M

L � e�b�x�Z
�

� 0, which is IPST.

The lemma below summarizes the properties of IPST, which are used in the proof of antimultimodularity preservation in
Theorems 3.

Lemma 5. (i) If fYðxÞ; x2X g2IPST , then ZðxÞ ¼ �Yð�xÞ defined on �X is IPST . (ii) Suppose fYðxÞ; x2X g2IPST , fZðyÞ;
y2Y g2IPST , Y and Z are independent, and fYðxÞ;x2X g3Y ; then, fZðYðxÞÞ;x2X g2IPST . (iii) Suppose fYðxÞ;x2X g2 IPST .
Then, for any first-argument increasing antimultimodular function gðvÞ defined on Rn, (a) E½gðvþYðxÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in
8
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ðx;vÞ; (b) E½gðvþYðxÞenÞÞ is antimultimodular in ðv;xÞ; (c) E½gðYðxÞ; v2;/; vnÞ� is antimultimodular in ðx;v2;/;vnÞ; and (d) E½gðv1;
/; vn�1;YðxÞÞ� is antimultimodular in ðv1;/; vn�1;xÞ.
5. Applications of PST

In this section, we apply PST and IPST to the proof of antimultimodularity preservation. The application of PST is on the
basic model, i.e., problem (1). The application of IPST requires further assumptions on the basic model.

5.1. Application of PST

To apply PST, wemake a transformation on the decision variables in problem (1). Let bdt ¼ � dt , bDtðbdtÞ ¼ � Dtð� bdtÞ, and
~RðbdtÞ ¼ Rð� bdtÞ. Let ~A t ¼ R2

þ � ½�d;�d� denote the transformed action space. Then, the transformed DP problem becomes

VtðxtÞ¼ max
ðqet ;qrt ;bdtÞ2 ~A

~Jt

�
qet ;

bdt ; xt ; qrt

�
; (4)

where
~Jt

�
qet ;

bdt ; xt ; qrt

�
¼ ~Rðbdt

�
� ceE

�
Se
�
qet
��� crE

�
Sr
�
qrt
��� E



H
�
yt þ Se

�
qet
�þ bD�bdt

���
þaE

�
~Vtþ1

�
yt þ xtþ1 þ Se

�
qet
�þ bD�bdt

�
; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S

r�qrt���: (5)
Theorem 2. Assume that Seðqet Þ and Srðqrt Þ are both PST, DðdtÞ has an additive form, and they are independent of each other. Then,

for each t2f1;2;/;Tg, (i) ~Jtðqet ; bdt ;xt ; qrt Þ is antimultimodular in ðqet ; bdt ;xt ;qrt Þ, and (ii) VtðxtÞ is antimultimodular in xt .

With PST and its properties in Lemma 3,we are able to prove the preservation of the antimultimodularity of~Jtðqet ; bdt ;xt ; qrt Þ and
VtðxtÞ. The antimultimodularity provides more structural information among multiple arguments than the joint concavity proved
in Lemma 2, and thus enables us to characterize the optimal regular ordering quantity and pricing strategy,which are not explored
in Theorem 1.
5.2. Application of IPST

In this subsection, to apply the notion of IPST, we assume that the inventory purchasing cost linearly depends on the
ordering quantity and HðxÞ is decreasing convex. Decreasing convex HðxÞ implies that the shortage cost is convex and the
inventory holding cost is negligible. Then, the dynamic equations of the dual supply inventory-pricing problem become

VtðxtÞ¼ max
ðqet ;qrt ;bdtÞ2 ~A

~Jt

�
qet ;

bdt ; xt ; qrt

�
; (6)

where
~Jt

�
qet ;

bdt ; xt ; qrt

�
¼ ~Rðbdt

�
� ceqet � crqrt � E



H
�
yt þ Se

�
qet
�þ bD�bdt

���
þaE

�
~Vtþ1

�
yt þ xtþ1 þ Se

�
qet
�þ bD�bdt

�
; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S

r�qrt���: (7)
We prove the preservation of antimultimodularity with IPST through backward induction. Assumption 3 ensures that
jH0ðxÞj is bounded by cH. IfHðxÞ is twice continuous differentiable, then from the continuity ofH

00 ðxÞ and boundedness of H0ðxÞ,
we derive that jH00 ðxÞj is also bounded by a finite constant. With the boundedness of the second-order derivatives of ~Rð~dtÞ,
ESeðqet Þ, ESrðqrt Þ, HðxÞ, and ~VT ðxT Þ, we obtain the boundedness of the second-order derivatives of ~Jtðqet ; ~dt ;xt ; qrt Þ and ~VtðxtÞ by
backward induction. In addition, by applying the properties of IPST in Lemma 5, we obtain the antimultimodularity of Jtðxt ;
qet ; q

r
t ; dtÞ and VtðxtÞ as follows.

Theorem 3. Assume that Seðqet Þ and Srðqrt Þ are both IPST, DðdtÞ has an additive form, and they are independent of each other. Then,

for t2f1;2;/;Tg, (i) ~Jtðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ is antimultimodular in ðqet ; bdt ;xt ;qrt Þ, and (ii) VtðxtÞ is antimultimodular in xt .
10
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5.3. Joint dual ordering and pricing policy

With the antimultimodularity of the profit functions derived with PST and IPST, we are able to characterize the optimal
regular ordering and pricing policies.

Theorem 4. Under the assumptions in Theorem 2, qr*t ðxtÞ is decreasing in xt , and d*t ðxtÞ is increasing in xt . Moreover, the
following inequalities hold.

�1 � DxtþL�1q
r*
t ðxtÞ � DxtþL�2q

r*
t ðxtÞ � / � Dxtþ1q

r*
t ðxtÞ � Dyt q

r*
t ðxtÞ � 0; (8)

0�DxtþL�1d
*
t ðxtÞ � DxtþL�2d

*
t ðxtÞ � / � Dxtþ1d

*
t ðxtÞ � Dyt d

*
t ðxtÞ � 1: (9)
Inequality (8) indicates that the optimal regular ordering quantity is decreasing in the current inventory level and outstanding
order quantities. Moreover, the optimal regular ordering quantity is more sensitive to the outstanding order quantities than to the
current inventory level. This suggests that the outstanding orders have greater effects on a retailer’s optimal regular ordering
quantity, compared with the current inventory level. Among the outstanding orders, the optimal regular ordering quantity is more
sensitive to those placed more recently than to those placed earlier.

Inequality (9) reveals that the optimal demand rate is increasing in the inventory level and outstanding order quantities. The
optimal demand rate is more sensitive to the inventory level than to the outstanding order quantities, and more sensitive to earlier
placed outstanding orders than to more recently placed outstanding orders.Moreover, all of the change rates are bounded by 1 or �
1, which indicates that a unit change in the inventory level or outstanding order quantity causes at most a unit change in the
optimal regular ordering quantity and demand rate. This property can be used to substantially reduce computational complexity
when calculating the exact optimal policy. For example, in the discrete-state simulation, if we have obtained the optimal policy ðqr*t ;

d*t Þ for a certain state x1t , then with Theorem 4, the optimal ðqrt ; dtÞ for its adjacent state x2t ¼ x1t þ ei must be within one of the four
candidates fðqr*t ;d*t Þ;ðqr*t � 1;d*t Þ;ðqr*t ;d*t þ 1Þ;ðqr*t � 1;d*t þ 1Þg, where ei is the i-th unit vector of dimension L. Hence, we only

need to calculate and compare the value functions of the four candidates rather than search the entire decision space. Let x3t be an
arbitrary state,

����x��j1 denote the 1-norm of vector x, and assume that given ðqrt ;dtÞ, the calculation of the corresponding optimal qet
can be done within a constant time. Then, the computational complexity of searching the optimal ðqet ; qrt ; dtÞ corresponding to state

x3t is Oð����x3t �x1t
��j1Þ with Theorem 4, which is more efficient than traversing the feasible region of the decision variables.

Recall that pt ¼ PðdtÞ is strictly decreasing in dt . Denote the optimal pricing strategy as p*t ðxtÞ. Then, we obtain

Dyt p
*
t ðxtÞ�Dxtþ1p

*
t ðxtÞ � / � DxtþL�1p

*
t ðxtÞ � 0
directly from inequality (9). The above inequality implies that the optimal price is decreasing in the inventory level and
outstanding order quantities. In addition, the optimal price is more sensitive to the current inventory level than to the outstanding
order quantities, and more sensitive to earlier placed outstanding orders than to more recently placed outstanding orders. The
reason is that the earlier the order is, the sooner the replenishment arrives. A closer replenishment clearly has a greater effect on the
current-period pricing decision. As inventory is carried over periods, a later arriving replenishment has a longer effect on the
current-period inventory decision and therefore its effect is more sensitive. The antimultimodularity also helps in further char-
acterizing the optimal expedited ordering policy.

Corollary 1. Under the assumptions in Theorem 2, for any given outstanding order xtþ, the optimal expedited order qe*t is
decreasing in inventory level yt . With the result in Theorem 1, there exists a threshold ytðxtþÞ such that

qe*t ðxtÞ¼
( >0; if yt2

�
�∞; ytðxtþÞ

�
;

¼ 0; if yt2


yt

�
xtþ

�
;∞

�

Corollary 1 reveals that the state-dependent almost-threshold structure still holds for the expedited orders under PST
assumption, because antimultimodularity implies joint concavity for continuous functions. Moreover, with the antimultimodular
profit functions,we are able to characterize the optimal structure of the expedited order one step further as monotone decreasing in
the inventory level,which is illustrated in Example 2. Thus, the optimal joint dual ordering and pricing policy has a mixed form, as
together characterized by Theorem 4 and Corollary 1.

Note that the variable sequence of antimultimodularity cannot be altered arbitrarily. Therefore, the optimal structure obtained
for pt and qrt cannot be carried to qet , i.e., there is no similar monotonicity for the expedited ordering quantity with respect to the
outstanding ordering quantities. A counterexample is given in Example 2 below.
11
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Example 2. (Non-monotonicity of the optimal expedited order) Consider L ¼ 2, T ¼ 3, a ¼ 1, and HðxÞ ¼ 2, xþ þ 40, x�. The
inventory ordering costs ce ¼ 3 and cr ¼ 2. The supply functions SeðqeÞ ¼ Z1qe and SrðqrÞ ¼ Z2qr , where Z1 and Z2 are Bernoulli
random variables with success probabilities 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. The demand function has an additive form, i.e., DðdÞ ¼ dþ ε

where ε takes its value from f�2;0;2g with probability f0:2;0:6;0:2g, respectively. The price PðdÞ ¼ 15� d.
Fig. 2 illustrates the optimal policy at period 1. The state variables ðy; xÞ denote the inventory level and outstanding order,

respectively. Fig. 2(b) and (c) illustrate the monotone structures of qr* and d*. In particular, the horizontal contour line segments in
Fig. 2(b) indicate that qr* is more sensitive to the outstanding order than the inventory level, while the vertical contour line
segments in Fig. 2(c) indicate that d* is more sensitive to the inventory level than the outstanding order. Moreover, Fig. 2(a) in-
dicates that although qe* is decreasing in the inventory level, it is not necessarily decreasing in the outstanding order.
6. Concluding remarks

The main contribution of this study is summarized as follows.
State-Dependent Almost Threshold-Policy and Non-monotonicity for Expedited Ordering Decision. We characterize

the optimal expedited ordering policy as a state-dependent almost-threshold policy, with the joint concave profit functions
derived by extending the notion of SL(mp) to a multidimensional setting. The threshold of the optimal policy depends on the
outstanding quantities of the regular orders. It is optimal to place a positive order if the inventory level lies below the
threshold; otherwise, no orders should be placed, except for a set with a Lebesque measure of 0. However, the joint concavity
is not enough to characterize the optimal regular ordering and pricing policies, which invites us to propose the notions of PST
and IPST to establish the antimultimodularity of the profit functions. With the antimultimodular profit functions, we are able
to further characterize the optimal expedited ordering quantity as decreasing in the current inventory level. However, the
optimal expedited ordering quantity can be non-monotone with respect to the outstanding order quantities, as illustrated in
Example 2.

Partially Stochastic Translation Functions and Antimultimodularity Preservation. To characterize the optimal joint
dual ordering and pricing policy, we define a class of stochastic functions as partially stochastic translation (PST) functions.
PST functions play an important role in proving the antimultimodularity preservation in dynamic programming problems. As
an extension to PST, we also propose a relaxed version of PST, i.e., increasing partially stochastic translation (IPST) functions.
We show that IPST can be applied to obtaining the antimultimodularity under different model settings, and the PST function
set is a subset of the intersection of the IPST function set. Moreover, we demonstrate properties, sufficient conditions, and
examples for the PST and IPST functions.

Optimal Policy for Regular Ordering and Pricing Decisions and Sensitivity Analysis. With the proposed PST and IPST,
we are able to derive the antimultimodularity of the profit function in the joint inventory-pricing control model with dual
suppliers and different lead times. Based on the antimultimodularity, both the optimal regular ordering quantity and optimal
price are decreasing in the inventory level and outstanding order quantities. In addition, the optimal regular ordering quantity
is more sensitive to outstanding orders placed more recently than to those orders placed earlier and than to the current
inventory level. On the contrary, the optimal price is more sensitive to the inventory level than to the outstanding orders, and
is more sensitive to the outstanding orders placed earlier than to those placed more recently. It implies that as the time
interval increases, the effects of the outstanding orders on the optimal regular ordering quantity and optimal price are
decreasing and increasing, respectively. The reason is that the arrival time of earlier orders is closer, and closer re-
plenishments have greater effects on the current-period pricing decision. On the other hand, unlike the price, the inventory is
carried over periods. Later replenishments have longer effects on the current-period inventory decision, and hence their
effects are more sensitive.

The following are possible extensions to the model in this study.
General Demand and Supply Functions. In this study, we assume that the supply functions are PST and the demand

functions are additive. If we assume that the demand functions are PST and there is no random yield in the supply, the
antimultimodularity of the profit functions can be similarly derived. However, the variable sequence of the anti-
multimodularity starts with the demand rate. Hence, in this case, the optimal price may not be monotone with an ordered
change rate structure, whereas the optimal expedited and regular ordering policies preserve the structure. For dealing with
the general demand functions in (Chen and Simchi-Levi, 2004) or the supply functions in (Li and Zheng, 2006; Feng and Shi,
2012), the antimultimodularity structure is no longer preserved because the functions are not PST. However, the joint con-
cavity still holds because these functions can be transformed to be SL(mp). As a result, the optimal expedited order still has a
state-dependent almost-threshold structure.

Two Arbitrary Lead Times. For the dual sourcing problemwith two arbitrary lead times and no pricing decision, Li and Yu
(2014) arrange the two ordering decisions in the left- and right ending positions in the variable sequence, respectively, and
usemultimodularity to characterize the optimal policy. However, after introducing the pricing decision, the decision variables
cannot be allocated to the ending positions simultaneously. Thus, no antimultimodularity structure can be derived. Although
we can obtain the joint concavity of the profit functions, it does not help in characterizing the structure of the optimal policy
as a threshold type. We expect new techniques to be developed to analyze this challenging joint inventory-pricing model
with general lead times, and therefore leave this problem for future research.
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Appendix A. Proofs

Appendix A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

(i). The proof is immediate from the definition of SL(mp) and the fact that any concave function composites an affine
function preserves the concavity.

(ii). We only prove the property for the case n ¼ 2. Then the property for the case n>2 can be verified by induction.
Suppose Y1ðxÞ; Y2ðzÞ2SLðmpÞ, then for any x1, x22X , z1, z22Z , there exist bY 1ðx1Þ¼d Y1ðx1Þ, bY 1ðx2Þ¼d Y1ðx2Þ,bY 2ðz1Þ¼d Y2ðz1Þ and bY 2ðz2Þ¼d Y2ðz2Þ defined on a common probability space such that

bY 1ðx1Þ þ bY 1ðx2Þ
2

�cvY1
�x1 þ x2

2

	
; (A.1)

bY ðz Þ þ bY ðz Þ �z þ z 	

2 1 2 2

2
�cvY2

1 2

2
: (A.2)
Especially, we could take bY 1ðx1Þ, bY 1ðx2Þ independent from bY 2ðz1Þ, bY 2ðz2Þ since we assume that Y1ð ,Þ is independent from
Y2ð ,Þ. Then by Theorem 3.A.12 (d) in Shaked and Shanthikumar [2007], we have

bY 1ðx1Þ þ bY 1ðx2Þ
2

þ
bY 2ðz1Þ þ bY 2ðz2Þ

2
�cvY1

�x1 þ x2
2

	
þ Y2

�z1 þ z2
2

	
: (A.3)
Therefore, for Y3ðx; zÞ ¼ Y1ðxÞ þ Y2ðzÞ and pairs ðx1;z1Þ, ðx2;z2Þ, we can define bY3ðx1;z1Þ ¼ bY 1ðx1Þþ bY 2ðz1Þ, and bY 3ðx2; z2Þ
¼ bY 1ðx2Þ þ bY 2ðz2Þ to illustrate that Y32SLðmpÞ.

(iii). For any x1, x22X , since YiðxÞ2SLðmpÞ, we can take bY iðx1Þ¼d Yiðx1Þ, bY iðx2Þ¼d Yiðx2Þ that are independent among i such
that

bY iðx1Þ þ bY iðx2Þ
2

�cvYi
�x1 þ x2

2

	
(A.4)
for i2f1;2;/;ng. Then by theorem 7.A.8 in Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007), we have

0BBBB@
bY 1ðx1Þ þ bY 1ðx2Þ

2
«bYnðx1Þ þ bYnðx1Þ

2

1CCCCA�cv

0BBBB@
Y1

�x1 þ x2
2

	
«

Yn
�x1 þ x2

2

	
1CCCCA: (A.5)
Therefore, define bYðxiÞ ¼ ðbY 1ðxiÞ;/; bYnðxiÞÞT for i ¼ 1;2, and we have proven that the vector valued function YðxÞ2
SLðmpÞ.

(iv). The proof is referred to the proof of Lemma 2 in Feng and Shanthikumar (2017).
13
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Appendix A.2 Proof of Lemma 2

First note that VTþ1ðxTþ1Þ≡0 is jointly concave. Suppose that Vkþ1 is concave, we intend to prove the concavity of Jk and Vk.

By Lemma 1 (i) (ii), yt þ xtþ1 þ ~S
eðmet Þ � DðdtÞ2SLðmpÞ since each term is SL(mp) and independent from others. Therefore, by

Lemma 1 (iii), the L dimensional vector ðyt þ xtþ1 þ ~S
eðmet Þ � DðdtÞ;xtþ2;/;xtþL�1;

~S
rðmrt ÞÞ2SLðmpÞ. Therefore, the last term in

Jk is jointly concave by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 1 (iv).
The concavity of the first three terms in Jk is directly verified under the Assumption 1. Moreover, the forth term in Jk is

jointly concave since �Hð ,Þ is assumed to be concave and yt þ ~S
eðmet Þ� DðdtÞ2SLðmpÞ. Therefore, we have proven the joint

concavity of Jk. Finally, VkðxkÞ is jointly concave since the concavity is preserved under partial maximization.

Appendix A.3 Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.

Lemma 6. For any given outstanding order xtþ, let me*ðyt ; xtþÞ denotes the optimal expedited order in period t,with the inventory
level yt . If there exists an interval ðy1; y2Þ such that me*ðyt ; xtþÞ>0 for yt2ðy1; y2Þ and me*ðy1;xtþÞ ¼ 0, then

lim
a/0þ

Vtðyt þ a; xtþÞ � Vtðyt ; xtþÞ
a

> ce (A.6)
for yt � y1.
A.3.1. Proof of Lemma 6
Given xtþ, we simplify the notations Vtðyt ; xtþÞ as VtðytÞ, me*t ðyt ; xtþÞ, mr*t ðyt ; xtþÞ, d*t ðyt ; xtþÞ as me*t ðytÞ, mr*t ðytÞ, d*t ðytÞ

respectively. Since Jt is jointly concave and such concavity can be easily extended to R5, it must be a continuous function.
Therefore, the set constituted by the optimal strategy is upper semicontinuous by maximum theorem, which leads to the
result that me*t ðytÞ is continuous in yt . Combining with the assumption that me*ðy1Þ ¼ 0 and SeðmeÞ�asC,me, we can take
sufficiently small h>0 such that y1 þ hþ Seðme*ðy1 þhÞÞ< y2 except for a set with lebesque measure of 0. Now we prove that
lima/0þ ðVtðy1 þ h þ aÞ � Vtðy1 þ hÞÞ=a> ce.

Falsely presume that lima/0þðVtðy1 þ h þ aÞ � Vtðy1 þ hÞÞ=a � ce, then by the concavity of Vt we have

ce , a�Vtðy1 þ hþ aÞ � Vtðy1 þ hÞ (A.7)
for all a � 0. For expression simplicity, we define

4ðz; xÞ¼ � E½Hðz�Dðd*ðxÞÞÞ� þ aE
�
Vtþ1

�
zþ xtþ1 �Dðd*ðxÞÞ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S

rðmr*ðxÞÞ��: (A.8)

e e*
Substitute a in inequality (A.7) with any realization of the stochastic expedited supply s ðm ðy1 þ hÞÞ. Abbreviate hþ
seðme*ðy1 þhÞÞ as h0, then the following inequalities hold.

ce$seðme*ðy1 þ hÞÞ � Vtðy1 þ h0Þ � Vtðy1 þ hÞ
¼ Jtðy1 þ h0;me*ðy1 þ h0Þ;mr*ðy1 þ h0Þ; d*ðy1 þ h0ÞÞ
�Jtðx1 þ h;me*ðy1 þ hÞ;mr*ðy1 þ hÞ; d*ðy1 þ hÞÞ
> asJtðy1 þ h0;0;mr*ðy1 þ hÞ; d*ðy1 þ hÞÞ
�Jtðy1 þ h;me*ðy1 þ hÞ;mr*ðy1 þ hÞ; d*ðy1 þ hÞÞ
¼ 4ðy1 þ hþ seðme*ðy1 þ hÞÞ; y1 þ hÞ � E

�
4
�
y1 þ hþ Seðme*ðy1 þ hÞÞ; y1 þ h

��
þ ce$me*ðy1 þ hÞÞ

(A.9)

e* 0
The strict inequality holds due to the fact that m ðy1 þh Þ>0 almost surely. Therefore, with probability 1, the revenue
associated with the policy ðqe*ðy1 þh0Þ; qr*ðy1 þh0Þ; d*ðy1 þh0ÞÞ must be strictly greater than the revenue with policy ð0;
qr*ðy1 þ hÞ; d*ðy1 þ hÞÞ. Then, taking expectation to both side of (A.9) yields to the contradiction ce > ce. Therefore,
lima/0þ ðVtðy1 þ h þ aÞ � Vtðy1 þ hÞÞ=a> ce. Combining with the concavity of VtðytÞ, we further have

lim
a/0þ

Vtðxþ aÞ � VtðxÞ
a

> ce (A.10)
for all x< y1 þ h.

Lemma 7. For any given outstanding order xtþ, If v~Vðyt ; xtþÞ=vyt exists on yt ¼ by, and me*ðby;xtþÞ ¼ 0, then
14
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v~Vðyt ; xtþÞ
vyt

j
yt¼by � ce: (A.11)
A.3.2. Proof of Lemma 7
Since xtþ is fixed,we can simplify the notations of Vt , me*t , mr*t , d*t in the sameway as in the proof of Lemma 6 and define 4ðz; xÞ as

in equation (A.8). Then, the desired partial derivative is represented as normal derivative on by. By envelope theorem, we have

Vt
0ðbyÞ¼ vE

�
4
�
yþ ~S

eðme*ðbyÞÞ; by��
vy

j
y¼by (A.12)

v4ðy; byÞ
¼
vy

j
y¼by

4ðyþ D; byÞ � 4ðy; byÞ
¼ lim
D/0þ D

j
y¼by

E
�
4
�
yþ ~S

eðDÞ; by��� 4ðy; byÞ
¼ lim
D/0þ D

j
y¼by

Jtðy; xtþ;D;mr*ðbyÞ; d*ðbyÞÞ þ ceD� Jtðy; xtþ;0;mr*ðbyÞ; d*ðbyÞÞ
¼ lim
D/0þ D

j
y¼by

� ce:
The second equality and the last inequality is due to the fact that me*ðbyÞ ¼ 0. The forth equality holds since we have

lim
D/0þ

E
�
4
�
yþ ~SeðDÞ; by � �� 4ðy; byÞ

D
¼ lim

D/0þ

Z c,D

0

4ðyþ z; byÞ � 4ðy; byÞ
z

z
D
dF~SeðDÞðzÞ

4ðyþ D; byÞ � 4ðy; byÞ E�~SeðDÞ�
¼ lim
D/0þ D D

4ðyþ D; byÞ � 4ðy; byÞ
¼ lim
D/0þ D

:

First note that meðqeÞ is strictly increasing in qe and með0Þ ¼ 0, we only need to show that me* has a state-dependent almost-
threshold structure. For any fixed outstanding order xtþ, simplify the notations of me*t , mr*t , d*t as functions of yt . Combining
Assumption 3 and the fact that the mean demand is finite, it is not difficult to show that me*t ðytÞ ¼ 0 for large enough yt by using
induction. Define ytðxtþÞ as the minimal value such that me*t ðytÞ ¼ 0 for yt 2½ytðxtþÞ;∞Þ. ytðxtþÞ is attainable since me*t ðytÞ is a
continuous function.

If me*ðytÞ is strictly positive on ð�∞; ytðxtþÞÞ except for countable points, then the proof is done. Otherwise, there must exists an
interval ½y1; y2�3ð�∞; ytðxtþÞÞ with positive length, such that me*ðytÞ ¼ 0 on ½y1;y2�. We will show contradiction in this situation
as follows.

First, we can extend the interval ½y1;y2�, such that dd>0, and me*ðytÞ>0 for yt2ðy2;y2 þ dÞ. That is to say, we push y2 to the
rightmost bound that leads to a zero optimal expedited order. Then, from Lemma 6,

lim
a/0þ

Vtðyt þ a; xtþÞ � Vtðyt ; xtþÞ
a

> ce (A.13)
for yt < y2. Since Vtðyt ; xtþÞ is jointly concave, it must be differentiable in yt except for countable points. Therefore, we could

choose by2½y1; y2� such that vVtðyt ;xtþÞ
vyt exists on yt ¼ by. Then, Lemma 7 requires that vVtðyt ;xtþÞ

vyt j
yt¼by � ce, which contradicts the

inequality (A.13).
If VtðxtÞ is partially differentiable with respect to yt , even for the case y1 ¼ y2, i.e., the interval degenerates to a singleton, the

contradiction still exists for vVtðyt ;xtþÞ
vyt

jyt¼y1. Therefore, we must have Qt ¼ ∅, and the optimal policy is a state-dependent strict-

threshold policy.
15
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Appendix A.4 Proof of Condition 1

If function gðvÞ, v2Rn, is antimultimodular, then 4ðv; yÞ ¼ gðv1 �y; v2 �v1; v3 �v2;/; vn �vn�1Þ is supermodular on ðv; yÞ.
Define ½f þ g�ðvÞ ¼ f ðvÞþ gðvÞ. First, we calculate the derivatives of 4ðv;yÞ. The first-order derivatives are

v

vvi
4ðv; yÞ
 ½gi � giþ1�ðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i � n� 1;
¼
gnðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i ¼ n;

v

vy
4ðv; yÞ¼ � g1ðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ:
The second-order derivatives are

v2

vvivvj
4ðv; yÞ

8h
g � g � g þ g

i
ðv � y; v � v ;/; v � v Þ; for i � n� 1; j � n� 1;
¼
>><>>:

i;j i;jþ1 iþ1;j iþ1;jþ1 1 2 1 n n�1h
gn;j � gn;jþ1

i
ðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i ¼ n; j � n� 1;h

gi;n � giþ1;n

i
ðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i � n� 1; j ¼ n

gn;nðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i ¼ n; j ¼ n;

v2
vvivy
4ðv; yÞ

h
� g þ g

i
ðv � y; v � v ;/; v � v Þ; for i � n� 1;
¼ i;1 iþ1;1 1 2 1 n n�1

�gn;1ðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i ¼ n;

v2
vyvvi
4ðv; yÞ

h
� g þ g

i
ðv � y; v � v ;/; v � v Þ; for i � n� 1;
¼ 1;i 1;iþ1 1 2 1 n n�1

�g1;nðv1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vn � vn�1Þ; for i ¼ n:
If g is twice continuously differentiable, then the antimultimodularity of gðvÞ is equivalent to

v24

vvivvj
ðv; yÞ�0; for all isj; (A.14)

v2
vvivy
4ðv; yÞ � 0; for all i; (A.15)

v2
vyvvi
4ðv; yÞ � 0; for all i: (A.16)
With the expressions of the second-order derivatives of 4, condition (A.14) is inequivalent to

gi;j � gi;jþ1 � giþ1;j þ giþ1;jþ1 � 0; for isj; i � n� 1; j � n� 1;

gn;j � gn;jþ1 � 0; j � n� 1;
gi;n � giþ1;n � 0; i � n� 1:
Condition (A.15) is inequivalent to

�gi;1 þ giþ1;1 � 0; for i � n� 1;
16
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�gn;1 � 0:
Condition (A.16) is inequivalent to

�g1;i þ g1;iþ1 � 0; for i � n� 1;

�g1;n � 0:
To summarize, conditions (A.14), (A.15), and (A.16) could be equivalently rewritten as

gi;j þ giþ1;jþ1 � gi;jþ1 þ giþ1;j; for isj; i � n� 1; j � n� 1; (A.17)

gn;1 � gn;2 � / � gn;n; (A.18)
g1;n � g2;n � / � gn;n; (A.19)
0� gn;1 � gn�1;1 � / � g1;1; (A.20)
0� g1;n � g1;n�1 � / � g1;1: (A.21)
Appendix A.5 Proof of Condition 2

Let jðx;vÞ ¼ E½gðv þ bY ðxÞe1Þ�, ðx;vÞ2Rnþ1.With the definition of PST, jðx; vÞ should be antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ. That is, we
need to prove that jðx; vÞ satisfies

ji;j þjiþ1;jþ1 � ji;jþ1 þ jiþ1;j; for isj; i � n; j � n; (A.22)

jnþ1;1 �jnþ1;2 � / � jnþ1;nþ1; (A.23)
j1;nþ1 �j2;nþ1 � / � jnþ1;nþ1: (A.24)
0�jnþ1;1 � jn;1 � / � j1;1; (A.25)
0�j1;nþ1 � j1;n � / � j1;1: (A.26)
First, we write the derivatives of j in terms of g. Let bY ðxÞ ¼ fðx;ZÞ, where fðx; zÞ is a deterministic function of ðx; zÞ (following
Theorem 1 in Feng and Shanthikumar, 2016) and Z is a random variable with support Z 2R. Let fxðx; zÞ ¼ v

vxfðx; zÞ and fzðx;zÞ
¼ v

vzfðx;zÞ.

jðx; vÞ¼ E½gðvþ bY ðxÞe1Þ� ¼E½gðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ�
With assuming the order of integral and differential is exchangeable, we obtain

jiðx; vÞ¼

8>>><>>>:
v

vx
E½gðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þ�; for i ¼ 1;

v

vvi�1
E½gðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þ�; for 2 � i � nþ 1;


E½g1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ�; for i ¼ 1;
¼
E½gi�1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þ�; for 2 � i � nþ 1:

ji;jðx; vÞ
17
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¼

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

E
h
g1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þfxxðx; ZÞ þ g1;1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þf2

x ðx; ZÞ
i
; for i ¼ 1; j ¼ 1;

E
h
gi�1;1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
; for 2 � i � nþ 1; j ¼ 1;

E
h
g1;j�1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
; for i ¼ 1;2 � j � nþ 1;

E
h
gi�1;j�1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þ

i
; for 2 � i � nþ 1; 2 � j � nþ 1:
Then, condition (A.22)

ji;j þjiþ1;jþ1 � ji;jþ1 þ jiþ1;j; for isj; i � n; j � n;
becomes

E
h
g1;j�1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
þ E

h
g1;jðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ

i
� E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i
þE

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
; for i¼1;2� j � n;
1;j 1 x 1;j�1 1

E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i
þ E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i

i�1;1 1 x i;1 1

� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
þ E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i
; for 2� i�n; j¼1;
i�1;1 1 i;1 1 x

E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
þ E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i

i�1;j�1 1 i;j 1

� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
þE

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
; for 2� i�n; 2� j�n; isj:
i�1;j 1 i;j�1 1
The last inequality is ensured by (A.17).
Condition (A.23)

jnþ1;1 �jnþ1;2 � / � jnþ1;nþ1;
becomes

E
h
gn;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
� E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i

n;1 1

� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i

n;2 1

� /
� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
:
n;n 1
Except the first inequality, all the inequalities are ensured by (A.18).
Condition (A.24)

j1;nþ1 �j2;nþ1 � / � jnþ1;nþ1;
becomes

E
h
g1;nðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
� E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i

1;n 1
18
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� E
h
g2;nðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ

i
� /
� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

i
:
n;n 1
Except the first inequality, all the inequalities are ensured by (A.19).
To prove conditions (A.25) and (A.26), we need the following assumption.

Assumption 4. fx � 0, for all x;z.
Condition (A.25)

0�jnþ1;1 � jn;1 � / � j1;1;
becomes

0 � E
h
gn;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
� E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i

n�1;1 1 x

� /
� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i

1;1 1 x

� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞþ g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf2ðx; ZÞ

i
:
1 1 xx 1;1 1 x
With Assumption 4, except the last inequality, all the inequalities are ensured by (A.20).
Condition (A.26)

0�j1;nþ1 � j1;n � / � j1;1;
becomes

0 � E
h
g1;nðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxðx; ZÞ

i
� E

h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i

1;n�1 1 x

� /
� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ

i

1;1 1 x

� E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞþ g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf2ðx; ZÞ

i
:
1 1 xx 1;1 1 x
With Assumption 4, except the last inequality, all the inequalities are ensured by (A.21).
To summarize, for proving conditions (A.22) (A.26), under Assumption 4, we only need to prove the following inequalities.

Assumption 5. fx � 1, for all x;z.

E
h
g1;j�1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þðfxðx; ZÞ � 1Þ

i
� E

h
g1;jðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þðfxðx; ZÞ � 1Þ

i
; for i ¼ 1;2 � j � n;

(A.27)

E
h
g ðv þ fðx; ZÞe Þðf ðx; ZÞ � 1Þ

i

i�1;1 1 x

� E
h
gi;1ðv þ fðx; ZÞe1Þðfxðx; ZÞ � 1Þ

i
; for 2 � i � n; j ¼ 1;

(A.28)
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E
h
gn;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þðfxðx; ZÞ�1Þ

i
� 0; (A.29)

E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þðf ðx; ZÞ�1Þ

i
� 0; (A.30)
1;n 1 x

E
h
g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þ

�
f ðx; ZÞ�f2ðx; ZÞ

	i
� E½g ðvþfðx; ZÞe Þf ðx; ZÞ�: (A.31)
1;1 1 x x 1 1 xx
With (A.20) and (A.21), and Assumption 5, conditions (A.27) (A.30) are satisfied. Thus, a sufficient condition for PST is 0 � fxðx;
zÞ � 1, for all x2X ;z2Z , and

E
h
g1;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ

�
fxðx; ZÞ�f2

x ðx; ZÞ
	i

� E½g1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxxðx; ZÞ�;
for any antimultimodular function gðvÞ and x2X .
Appendix A.6 Lemma 8 and Its Proof

To prove Lemma 3, we first summarize the key properties of antimultimodular functions in Lemma 8 below.
Lemma 8. (i) If gðvÞ and f ðvÞ are both antimultimodular and a>0, then agðvÞ, gð� vÞ, f ðvÞþ gðvÞ, and ~gðvÞ ¼ gðvn; vn�1;/

; v1Þ are all antimultimodular. (ii) If gðv;DÞ is antimultimodular in v for any realization of random variable D, then E½gðv;DÞ� is
antimultimodular in v. (iii) If f : R/R is concave, then f ðvÞ ¼ f ðv1 þ/þvnÞ is antimultimodular. Especially, a one-
dimensional function is antimultimodular if and only if it is concave. (iv) If gðvÞ is antimultimodular, then
gðv1;/; vi�1;w1 þ/þwm; viþ1;/vnÞ is antimultimodular in ðv1;/;vi�1;w1;/;wm;viþ1;/;vnÞ. (v) If gðvÞ is antimultimodular,
then for any partition v ¼ ðv1;v2;v3Þ, hðv1; v3Þ ¼ gðv1; v2; v3Þjv2¼bv2

is antimultimodular in ðv1;v3Þ. (vi) If gðv;wÞ is an anti-

multimodular function defined on polyhedron V ¼ fðv; wÞ��v2S3Rn; w2AðvÞ3Rmg, then f ðvÞ ¼ maxw2AðvÞgðv;wÞ is

antimultimodular on S. (vii) If gðv; zÞ is antimultimodular on polyhedron V. Let z*ðvÞ denote the smallest value of z that

maximizes gðv;zÞ. Then, z*ðvÞ is decreasing in v, and � 1 � Dvnz
* � Dvn�1z

* � / � Dv1z
* � 0, where Dviz

*ðvÞ ¼ ðz*ðv þ deiÞ �
z*ðvÞÞ=d, d is a small positive number, and ei is a vector in which the i-th element equals 1 and all the others equal 0.

All of the above properties hold for antimultimodular functions defined on a discrete state space as well. Except for part
(v), the proofs of the properties are analogous to Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 in Li and Yu (2014). The proof of Lemma 8(v) is as
follows.

Proof. Denote v1 ¼ ðv1;/;viÞ, v2 ¼ ðviþ1;/;vjÞ, v3 ¼ ðvjþ1;/;vnÞ, where 1< i< j<n. We intend to show that for any bv2 ¼
ðbviþ1;/;bvjÞ, gðv1; bv2; v3Þ is antimultimodular in ðv1;v3Þ. This is equivalent with the property that

hðy; v1; v3Þ¼ g
�
v1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vi � vi�1;bviþ1;/;bvj; vjþ1 � vi;/; vn � vn�1

�

is supermodular in ðy;v1;v3Þ. From the antimultimodularity of g, we know that wðy; vÞ ¼ gðv1 �y; v2 �v1;/; vn �vn�1Þ is
supermodular on Rnþ1. Therefore, restricting w on fðy; vÞ; viþ1 ¼ vi þbviþ1; viþ2 ¼ vi þbviþ1 þbviþ2;/; vj ¼ vi þbviþ1 þ/þbvjg pre-
serves the supermodularity, i.e.,

g
�
v1 � y; v2 � v1;/; vi � vi�1;bviþ1;/;bvj; vjþ1 � vi �

Xj

k¼iþ1

bvk; vjþ2 � vjþ1;/; vn � vn�1

�

is supermodular in ðy;v1;v3Þ. This implies the supermodularity of hðy;v1;v3Þ. ∎
Parts (i) to (v) of Lemma 8 exposit functional operators that preserve antimultimodularity and provide tools for deriving

the antimultimodularity of the one-period profit function. In particular, part (v) is used to obtain the monotonicity of the
optimal expedited order under the structure of antimultimodularity in Corollary 1. Part (vi) indicates that anti-
multimodularity is preserved under partial maximization of the right-side variables, which guarantees the carry-over of
antimultimodularity during the dynamic programming iterations. Part (vii) characterizes that the maximizer for the last
variable in an antimultimodular function is decreasing in the other variables, with higher change rates in the variables closer
to it in sequence. In addition, the change rate is always bounded by�1 and 0. This property is the key to the characterization of
the optimal regular ordering quantity and price.

With part (i), we know that parts (vi) and (vii) also hold under the altered variable sequence, i.e., maxw2AðvÞ~gðw; vÞ is
antimultimodular in v, z*ðvÞ as the smallest maximizer of ~gðz; vÞ is non-increasing in v, and �
1 � Dv1z

* � Dv2z
* � / � Dvnz

* � 0. Note that antimultimodularity must be defined with a specified variable sequence. Parts
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(vi) and (vii) are applicable only in the cases where we are maximizing variables located on the left/right end in the sequence.
There is no similar result for the maximization of the variables in the middle.

Appendix A.7 Proof of Lemma 3

(i) For any antimultimodular function gðvÞ : Rn/R, we know that gð�vÞ is also antimultimodular by Lemma 8 (i). From
the definition of PST, there exists fbY ðxÞ; x2Rg satisfying bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ for x2X , such that E½gð�v�bY ðxÞe1Þ� is anti-
multimodular in ðx;vÞ. Then, employing Lemma 8 (i) again, E½gðv�bY ð�xÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular. Therefore, we can
define bZðxÞ ¼ �bY ð�xÞ hence ZðxÞ2PST .

(ii) Denote bY ðxÞ and bZðyÞ as the extensions for YðxÞ and ZðyÞ that satisfies the definition of PST , respectively. Then, for any
antimultimodular function gðvÞ : Rn/R, E½gðvþbZðyÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðy;vÞ. From the result in (iii) and the
independency, EY ½EZ ½gðvþbZðbY ðxÞÞe1Þ�� is antimultimodular in ðx; vÞ. Therefore, bZðbY ðxÞÞ is the desired extension for
ZðYðxÞÞ hence ZðYðxÞÞ2PST .

(iii) We only prove (a) and (c), then (b) and (d) are immediate from Lemma 8 (i).

(a). Denote bY ðxÞ : R/R as the extension of YðxÞ that satisfies the definition of PST , then for any antimultimodular

function gðvÞ : Rn/R, E½gðvþbY ðxÞe1Þ� defined onRnþ1 is antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ. Restricting it on Rn� X and
recall that bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ on X , we obtain the desired antimultimodularity of E½gðv þ YðxÞe1Þ�.

(c). From the result in (iii) (a), we know that E½gðvþYðxÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðx; vÞ. This is equivalent with:
hðx; y;vÞ ¼ E½gðYðx�yÞþv1 �x; v2 �v1;/; vn �vn�1Þ� is supermodular. Therefore, restricting h on
fðx; y; v1;/; vnÞ; v1 ¼ xg preserves the supermodularity, thus we have E½gðYðxÞ; v2;/; vnÞ� is antimultimodular in ðx;
v2;/; vnÞ.
Appendix A.8 Proof of Conditions 3

For first-argument increasing function g, we have g1 � 0. Then, with assuming fxx � 0, the right-hand side of condition
(A.31) is a negative value. From Assumption 4 and 5, we know 0 � fxðx; zÞ � 1, which implies fxðx; zÞ� f2

x ðx; zÞ � 0. From
(A.20), we have g1;1 � 0. Then, we derive

E
h
g1;1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þ

�
fxðx; ZÞ�f2

x ðx; ZÞ
	i

�0 � E½g1ðvþfðx; ZÞe1Þfxxðx; ZÞ�:
Therefore, a sufficient conditions for IPST is 0 � fxðx;zÞ � 1, fxxðx;zÞ � 0, and Efxðx;ZÞ� Ef2
x ðx;ZÞ � � M

L Efxxðx;ZÞ, for all
x2X and z2Z .
Appendix A.9 Proof of Lemma 4

The lemma is proved directly from the definitions of PST and IPST.

Appendix A.10 Proof of Lemmas 5

(i) For any first-argument increasing antimultimodular function gðvÞ : Rn/R, we know that gð�vÞ is also anti-
multimodular by Lemma 8 (i). From the definition of IPST, there exists fbY ðxÞ; x2Rg satisfying bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ for x2 X ,
such that E½gð�v�bY ðxÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðx; vÞ. Then, by employing Lemma 8 (i) again, E½gðv�bY ð�xÞe1Þ� is
antimultimodular. We can define bZðxÞ ¼ �bY ð�xÞ and therefore ZðxÞ2IPST .

(ii) Denote bY ðxÞ and bZðyÞ as the extensions for YðxÞ and ZðyÞ that satisfies the definition of IPST , respectively. Then, for any
first-argument increasing antimultimodular function gðvÞ : Rn/R, E½gðvþbZðyÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðy;vÞ. From
the result in (iii) and the independency, EY ½EZ ½gðvþbZðbY ðxÞÞe1Þ�� is antimultimodular in ðx;vÞ. Therefore, bZðbY ðxÞÞ is the
desired extension for ZðYðxÞÞ hence ZðYðxÞÞ2IPST .

(iii) We only prove (a) and (c), then (b) and (d) are immediate from Lemma 8 (i).

(a). Denote bY ðxÞ : R/R as the extension of YðxÞ that satisfies the definition of IPST , then for any first-argument

increasing antimultimodular function gðvÞ : Rn/R, E½gðvþbY ðxÞe1Þ� defined on Rnþ1 is antimultimodular in ðx;
vÞ. Restricting it on Rn � X and recalling that bY ðxÞ¼a:s:YðxÞ on X , we obtain the desired antimultimodularity of
E½gðv þ YðxÞe1Þ�.

(c). From the result in (iii) (a), we know that E½gðvþYðxÞe1Þ� is antimultimodular in ðx; vÞ. This is equivalent to that
hðx; y;vÞ ¼ E½gðYðx�yÞþv1 �x; v2 �v1;/; vn �vn�1Þ� is supermodular in ðx; y; vÞ. Setting v1 ¼ x, we obtain that
E½gðYðx�yÞ; v2 �x; v3 �v2;/; vn �vn�1Þ� is supermodular in ðx; v2; v3; /; vn; yÞ. Then, by the definition of anti-
multimodularity, E½gðYðxÞ; v2;/; vnÞ� is antimultimodular in ðx; v2;/; vnÞ.
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Appendix A.11 Proof of Theorem 2

First note that the definition domain of Vt and Jt are all polyhedron that is compatible with antimultimodularity. Replace

the decision variable dt by � dt, and denote bdt ¼ � dt , bDtðbdtÞ ¼ � Dtð� bdtÞ, and ~RðbdtÞ ¼ Rð� bdtÞ. Let ~A t ¼R2
þ� ½�d;�d� as

the transformed action space. Moreover, we extend the definition domain of VtðxÞ to RL in the natural way and denote the

extended function as bV tðxÞ. When restricting on R� RL�1
þ , bV t coincides with Vt . Then, we can rewrite the transformed DP

problem as follows.

bV tðxtÞ¼ max
ðqet ;qrt ;bdtÞ2 ~A

bJ t�xt ; qet ; qrt ; bdt

�
; (A.32)

b �
e r b �

~
�b �

e � e� e�� r � r� r�� 
 �
e� e� b�b ���
J t xt ; qt ; qt ; dt ¼R dt � c E S qt � c E S qt � E H yt þ S qt þ D dt


b �
e� e� b�b �

r� r���
þaE V tþ1 yt þ xtþ1 þ S qt þ D dt ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S qt : (A.33)
First note that bVTþ1≡0 hence is antimultimodular in xTþ1. Suppose bVkþ1 is antimultimodular, we intend to show that bothbJk and bVk are antimultimodular.

By Assumption 1, RðdkÞ is concave in dk, hence ~RðbdtÞ is also concave in bdt . By Lemma 8 (iii), ~RðbdtÞ is antimultimodular in bdt

therefore also antimultimodular in ðqet ;bdt ;xt ;qrt Þ. The second and third terms in bJk are antimultimodular because the fact that
linear functions are concave and Seðqet Þ, Srðqrt Þ2PST .

Furthermore,�H is concave therefore also antimultimodular. From Lemma 3 (iii), we know that E½ �Hðyk þbDðbdk þSeðqekÞÞÞ�
is antimultimodular in ðqek;bdk;ykÞ. Combining with the fact that DðdÞ has an additive form, we have �E½Hðyk þSeðqekÞþbDðbdkÞÞ�
is antimultimodular in ðqek; bdk; xk; qrkÞ. Analogously, E½bVkþ1ðyk þxkþ1 þSeðqekÞþbDðbdkÞ; xkþ2;/; xkþL�1; SrðqrkÞÞÞ is also anti-

multimodular in ðqek; bdk; xk; qrkÞ by Lemma 3 (iii) and the inductive hypothesis. Summarize all above results, bJ t is anti-

multimodular in the desired sequences. Then, by Lemma 8 (vi), bVk is antimultimodular in xk. Using induction, we have

verified the antimultimodularity of bJ t and bV t for each t. Finally, Restricting xt on R�RL�1
þ yields to the desired anti-

multimodularity of Jt and Vt .

Appendix A.12 Proof of Theorem 3

First, we extend the definition domain of VtðxÞ toRL in the natural way and denote the extended function as ~VtðxÞ. When

restricting on R� RL�1
þ , ~Vt coincides with Vt . Then, the transformed DP problem can be rewritten as follows.

~VtðxtÞ¼ max
ðqet ;qrt ;bdtÞ2 ~A

~Jt

�
qet ;

bdt ; xt ; qrt

�
; (A.34)

~
�

e b r
�

~
�b �

e e r r

 �

e� e� b�b ���

where Jt qt ; dt ; xt ; qt ¼R dt � c qt � c qt � E H yt þ S qt þ D dt



~

�
e� e� b�b �

r� r���
þaE Vtþ1 yt þ xtþ1 þ S qt þ D dt ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S qt : (A.35)
~VTþ1 is antimultimodular in xTþ1 because ~VTþ1≡0. Suppose that the antimultimodularity of ~Vtþ1 has been obtained, we

next show that both ~Jt and ~Vt . are antimultimodular.

From Assumption 1, RðdtÞ is ccave in dt , and therefore ~RðbdtÞ ¼ Rð�bdtÞ is concave in bdt . By Lemma 8 (iii), ~RðbdtÞ is anti-

multimodular in bdt and therefore also antimultimodular in ðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ. �ceqet is antimultimodular in qet and � crqrt is
antimultimodular in qrt , because linear functions are concave.

Furthermore, �H is increasing concave and therefore antimultimodular. With Lemma 5 (iii) and Se2IPST , we know that

E½ �Hðyt þbDðbdt þSeðqet ÞÞÞ� is antimultimodular in ðqet ;bdt ;ytÞ. Combining with that DðdtÞ has an additive form, we obtain that �
E½Hðyt þSeðqet ÞþbDðbdtÞÞ� is antimultimodular in ðqet ;bdt ;xt ;qrt Þ. Analogously,E½~Vtþ1ðyt þxtþ1 þSeðqet ÞþbDðbdtÞ; xkþ2;/; xkþL�1; S

rðqrt Þ
ÞÞ is also antimultimodular in ðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ by Lemma 5 (iii) and the inductive hypothesis.
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Summarizing all the results above,~Jt is antimultimodular in ðqet ;bdt ;xt ;qrt Þ. Then, by Lemma 8 (vi), ~Vt is antimultimodular in

xt . Using induction, we have verified the antimultimodularity of~Jt and ~Vt for each t. Finally, Restricting xt onR�RL�1
þ leads to

the desired antimultimodularity of Jt and Vt .

Appendix A.13 Proof of Theorem 4

From Theorem 2 we see that ~Jtðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ is antimultimodular in ðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ. Then by Lemma 8 (vi), J1t ðxt ; qrt Þ ¼
max

qet�0;bdt2½d;d�
~Jtðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ is antimultimodular in ðxt ;qrt Þ, and J2t ðdt ; xtÞ ¼ maxqet�0;qrt�0

~Jtðqet ; bdt ; xt ; qrt Þ is antimultimodular

in ðbdt ;xtÞ. Note that Jt is antimultimodular implies that it is jointly concave. Therefore, ðqe*t ðxtÞ; qr*t ðxtÞ; d*t ðxtÞÞ can be obtained
by maximizing J1t or J2t . Finally, we can derive the desired monotonicity and change rate inequality for qr*t ðxtÞ and d*t ðxtÞ by
using Lemma 8 (vii).

Appendix A.14 Proof of Corollary 1

Since SeðqeÞ, SrðqrÞ are PST and DðdÞ has an additive form, we can extend their definition domain toR and denote as bSeðqeÞ,bSrðqrÞ and bDðdÞ. By using similar techniques in the proof of Theorem 2, we can prove that

bJ 0t�xt ; qet ; qrt ; dt�¼RðdtÞ� ceE

bSe�qet ��� crE


bSr�qrt��� E



H
�
yt þ bSe�qet �� bDðdtÞ��


b � be� e� b br� r���
þaE V tþ1 yt þ xtþ1 þ S qt � DðdtÞ; xtþ2;/; xtþL�1; S qt

Lþ3
defined onR is antimultimodular in ðqet ;yt ; � dt ;xtþ1;/;xtþL�1;qrt Þ. Then, by Lemma 8 (v), after fixing ðxtþ1;/;xtþL�1Þ ¼
xtþ, bJ 0t is antimultimodular in ðqet ;yt ; � dt ;qrt Þ. Restricting it on

�
qet � 0; qrt � 0; dt 2½d; d�� yields to the result that Jðxt ; qet ; qrt ;

dtÞ is antimultimodular in ðqet ; yt ;�dt ; qrt Þ after fixing ðxtþ1;/;xtþL�1Þ. Therefore,

J3t
�
qet ; yt

�¼ max
qrt�0;dt2½d;d�

Jt
�
xt ; qet ; q

r
t ; dt

�jðxtþ1 ;/;xtþL�1Þ¼xtþ

e e*
is antimultimodular in ðqt ;ytÞ. As a consequence, for any given outstanding order xtþ, qt ðxtÞ is decreasing in yt , and the
state-dependent almost-threshold policy proposed in Theorem 1 turns to be a state-dependent monotone threshold policy.
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